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Abstract
An accurate mapping of gullies is important since they are still major contributors of
sediment to streams. Mapping gullies in many areas is difficult because of the presence
of dense canopy, which precludes the identification through aerial photogrammetry and
other traditional remote sensing methods. Moreover, the wide spatial extent of some
gullies makes their identification and characterization through field surveys a very large
and expensive proposition.
This work aims to develop an object-based image analysis (OBIA) to detect and map
gullies based on a set of rules and morphological characteristics retrieved by very high
resolution (VHR) imagery. A one-meter resolution LiDAR Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) is used to derive different morphometric indexes, which are combined, by using
different segmentation and classification rules, to identify gullies. The tool has been
calibrated using, as reference, the perimeters of two relatively large gullies that have been
measured during a field survey in the Calhoun Critical Zone Observatory (CCZO) area
in the Southeastern United States.
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1 Introduction
Among the different types of soil erosion, gully erosion can be considered as a form of accelerated
erosion. The presence of significant gully erosive processes may affect soil productivity, restrict land
use, and lead to an increase of risk to infrastructure.
Identifying gullies requires a very precise definition of such landforms. (Poesen, Nachtergaele,
Verstraeten, & Valentin, 2003) classified gullies as permanent gullies, ephemeral gullies, and bank
gullies, while (Peasley & Taylor, 2009) defined gully erosion as a process that causes the removal of
soil through concentrated surface runoff and characterized by incised channels greater than 30 cm, and
generally restricted to streams with order lower than three.
While gullies can be mapped through conventional field surveying, this task is an intensive and
expensive activity. In fact, identifying the edges of relatively large gullies can be difficult, even from
in-situ observations. One cheaper and more expeditious way to detect gullies can be achieved in terms
of morphological characteristics. Since Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) provide the most important
source of quantitative morphometry, they are a popular choice for mapping gullies. So far, one of the
main historical obstacles for using of DEMs for mapping gullies at landscape scale has been the
relatively low resolution that characterized past DEMs. The recent widespread availability of very high
resolution (VHR) imagery, such as LIDAR data (Roering, et al., 2013), has drastically changed this
constraint, leading to a remarkable growth in the availability of terrain information providing a basis
for the development of new methodologies for analyzing Earth surfaces (Tarolli, Arrowsmith, &
Vivoni, 2009).
Different procedures have been developed to operate on these high resolution DEM data. They can
be roughly classified as (a) pixel-based (or using per-pixel approach) and (b) object-based (i.e., using
object-based image analysis - OBIA), which analyzes spatial data using the concept of the image object
(Blaschke, Object based image analysis for remote sensing, 2012) (Blaschke, et al., 2014) (Eustace,
Matthew, & Christian, 2009) (Shruthi, Kerle, & Jetten, 2011) (Johansen, Taihei, Tindall, & Phinn,
2012) (D’Oleire-Oltmanns, Marzolff, Tiede, & Blaschke, 2014). While the performance of the
traditional pixel-based approaches depends entirely on the information of single pixels and the direct
neighbourhoods, the second group of methods still exploit pixel information but through a procedure
of pixels grouping (i.e., segmentation). Additional features such as homogeneity of the region and
within-region variation can be addressed.
This work aims to develop and assess an object-based procedure to detect gullies based on their
morphological characteristics retrieved from LiDAR DEM. The framework is used in the Calhoun
Critical Zone Observatory (CCZO) where several gullies have been observed and mapped and where a
very high resolution (i.e., 1 m) LiDAR DEM is now available.

2 Material and Methods
2.1 Study Area
The CCZO is located in the USA’s Southern Piedmont that extends from Virginia to Alabama, and
is part of the CZO project, i.e., a project funded by National Science Foundation for the observation
and the study of nine US natural ‘‘critical zones”. By the mid-20th century, nearly 18 cm of soil over
more than 10 million ha were estimated to have been lost to erosion. An estimated 200 km 2 of actively
eroding gullies and severely eroded soils initially dissected the Sumter National Forest.
The LiDAR data were collected as part of the CCZO project during a 2-day campaign (August 5,
2014–August 6, 2014). The data cover an area consisting of a 13 km x 15 km rectangle (195 km 2)
located at 40 km SE of Spartanburg, South Carolina (Figure 1). Within this vast area, two smaller
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subareas have been identified to test and apply the proposed method. The first, called SUBAREA-A,
covers an area of approximately 1 km2 where two gullies have been identified and mapped for the
calibration of the method aimed to the gully identification. The second subarea (SUBAREA-B, with an
area of 4.3 km2) corresponds to the Holcombe’s Branch watershed, a tributary of Tyger River.

Figure 1 - LIDAR DEM of the study area

2.2 Morfometric Indexes
The methodology builds on the use of different morphometric indexes able to detect the presence of
specific landforms, which can be interpreted as part of a gully.
The Topographic Position Index (TPI) (Guisan, Weiss, & Weiss, 1999) has been already used to
detect gullies by (Evans & Lindsay, 2010). The TPI is defined as the difference between a cell elevation
value z and the average elevation 𝑧̅𝑎 of the neighborhoods around that cell within the kernel of size .
Positive values mean the cell is higher than its surroundings while negative values mean it is lower. If
z is significantly higher than 𝑧̅𝑎 , then the cell is likely at or near the top of a hill or ridge. Significantly
low values of z (and then of TPI) suggest the cell is at or near the bottom of a valley.
The TPI was derived in GRASS GIS by means of the existing r.neighbors function; this function
requires the definition of kernel size  among the other optional Inputs.
Surface slope and curvature, which are the first and second spatial derivative of the terrain
elevations, respectively, are two of the basic terrain parameters widely used in terrain analysis (Evans
I. , 1979) and landform classification (Schmidt & Hewitt, 2004). In particular, the profile curvature, PC,
(i.e., curvature of the surface in the steepest direction) and tangential curvature, TC, (i.e., curvature of
the contour) are the most frequently calculated topographic attribute (Gallant & Wilson, 2000).
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The slope, S, and the two curvatures above mentioned were derived in GRASS GIS using the
r.slope.aspect function, which generates raster maps of slope, aspect, curvatures and partial derivatives
from an elevation raster map.
The flow accumulation, FA, is defined as the total number of cells, including non-neighbouring cells
that drain into a selected cell. It was derived using the GRASS GIS command r.fill.dir and here used to
discriminate between river and banks of the river.

3 Results and Discussion
In order to detect gully edges, we used the software eCognition Developer 9.0, which is a powerful
development environment for object-based image analysis. Within eCognition, we used different values
of shape (i.e., description of an image object using its sub-objects such as length, width, length/width
ratio, etc.) and compactness (i.e., the "closeness" of pixels clustered in an object by comparing it to a
circle), applied to different morphometric indexes layers, to generate different segmentations. Once the
segmentation was obtained, we defined different sets of rules based on the definition of different
thresholds for the morphometric indexes above discussed. As already said in section 2.1, the two gullies
in SUBAREA-A (Figure 1) were used for the calibration of the method aimed to the gully identification.
Above the several combinations, the best identification of gullies was obtained using the following steps
and showed in Figure 2:
1.

segmentation of the TPI layer using a shape = 0.9 and a compactness = 0.3;

2.

classification of first level gullies by means of the rule given by the combination of:

3.
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a.

mean (TPI) < 1.5;

b.

standard deviation (FA) < 50,000;

classification of second level gullies by means of the rule given by the combination of:
a.

mean (S) > 20;

b.

min (PC) < -0.3;

c.

min (TC) < 0.25;

4.

classification of river by means of the rule FA > 30,000;

5.

classification of bank river by identifying, within the second level gullies, those points which
are within a distance of 50 pixels by the river.
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Figure 2 - Classification of study area by means of eCognition Developer 9.0

4 Conclusions
In this work, an object-based method for gully mapping using topographic data at very high
resolution (VHR) has been described and tested. The methodology is based on the joint use of three
morphometric indexes, used as detection variables, together with other morphometric variables, used
only for selection purposes, within a well-defined procedural chain that involves different spatial
analysis techniques and image analysis algorithms. The main results of the applied methodology have
demonstrated its capability to provide an efficient tool for gully detecting, mapping, and analyzing.
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